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Book Descriptions:

Digital Sprite 2 Plus Manual

Alternatively, a user can choose one over the other to suit a particular circumstance. In either mode,
this unit is capable of video recording speeds up to 120 FPS for the combined video inputs. Working
from a remote network PC, multiple clients can access the unit for viewing and camera control at the
same time a local operator is using the DVR to record and view live video, without causing
degradation in image quality or DVR performance. In addition to the main storage drive, this DVR
features a builtin DVD burner, offering an easy way to archive and transfer critical event material.
Simultaneous MPEG4 and JPEG Transmission Dual streaming allows a user to record in the high
resolution MJPEG format while viewing live images in the fast MPEG4 format. A user can also
choose one over the other to suit a particular application. This is especially useful in a network
environment where MPEG4 is streamed over a low bandwidth link to remote Internet users while
local Intranet clients utilize the MJPEG format for high resolution viewing and recording.
MULTIWAY DuoVu with Manual and Automatic Switching The main monitor can be set to display
cameras in full or in various multiimage modes with up to 16 moving pictures on one screen.
Switching between cameras in full and multiscreen mode can be done manually or by programming
auto switching with sequential dwell times. BuiltIn DVD Burner In addition to the main storage
drive, this unit features a builtin DVD burner for copying material to a CD or DVD optical disc. This
allows important event footage to be quickly handed over to the authorities without having to
surrender the entire unit or having to hook up a VCR to the back and copy footage that way. DMs
NetVu ObserVer software is automatically recorded along with the video to the disc, ensuring easy
playback on any PC not DVD player equipped with a DVDROM
drive.http://annestorrs.com/userfiles/bush-hog-front-end-loader-manual.xml

1.0.

Network Connection with Included NetVu ObserVer Software While most manufacturers offer
networking software as an option, Dedicated Micros supplies each SP2 unit with a proprietary
NetVu program, offering a whole host of features not available using a standard Internet browser.
Clients working from a remote PC can access the DVR for recording and viewing as well as to
control PTZ cameras. NetVu can be integrated with other DM products including the DVIP Decoder,
NetVu ObserVer and PDA Viewers. NetVu is also cross compatible with thirdparty products and
SDKs to ensure future interoperability. Text Support Text support is a unique function that other
manufacturers offer only as an option on select DVRs. Text support allows electronic transaction
data such as POS, ATM data gathered from debit and credit cards as well as production line text to
be captured in tandem with the video footage. This will allow officials to match a persons face with a
specific transaction. POS and ATM devices connect directly to this DVRs RS232 COM ports. Hidden
Camera Function Any camera can be selected to record in the background without actually
appearing on the monitor. This prevents a potential intruder from figuring out camera locations by
glancing at the multiimage screen. Hidden cameras can still be viewed over the network. Motion
Detection Based Recording Recording can be continuous or programmed to begin at a date and
time, at the event of an alarm or when triggered by its sophisticated motion detection system. This
not only saves valuable hard drive storage but also makes it quick and easy to locate a piece of
footage. Digital Authentication This function preserves the integrity of important material by
detecting whether the image or series of images has been tampered with since it was written to the
storage media.http://creaorganization.com/depo/sayfaresim/bush-hog-gt42-manual.xml

Pre and Post Alarm Recording A number of optional external sensors can be used to trigger an alarm
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such as when a door or window lock is being forced open, a light is turned on or when a person
walks through a room. Multiple alarms can trigger one camera and one alarm can trigger multiple
cameras. Up to 15 minutes of pre and post alarm footage is protected from being overwritten. An
alarm event can also trigger automatic recording to an FTP server or to a DVD or CD disc. Users
over the network can be notified of an alarm occurrence via Email or SMS. Optional External RAID
Devices Recording times can be further extended by adding optional external hard drives to this
units builtin SCSI2 connector. SCSI hard drives configured in a RAID system, in addition to
providing massive amounts of additional storage space, offer failsafe operation by having the ability
to reconstruct information from all other drives should any one drive fail. Up to a total of 8 contacts
may be assigned to each camera input. Let us know YOUR RECENTLY VIEWED ITEMS Browsing
History ON Clear History Not responsible for typographical or illustrative errors. Be the first to ask
here. Please enter your name, email, and phone number below. We will contact you as soon as this
product is available. Your friend will receive an email from you with a link to our site. Donec solutpat
velit quam pretium vestibulum. Integer accumsan. All Rights Reserved. I think I heard a beep that
did not sound good. I got nothing on my monitor yes, it was on and after about 30 seconds all I was
left with was a flashing red light under the Camera 9 button. Nothing ever appeared on my monitor.
I think the red light is the power LED and from what little I can find about flashing red lights on
Digital Sprites, it appears I have a serious problem. The fans were working fine. Everything looked
good inside the box. So, the cause of the flashing red light problem lies elsewhere.

If the problem is not the drives, what is the second most probable cause of a no boot situation They
must be stored in another memory location. Given its no boot status, do you think I can successfully
connect via a serial connection. Id like to find out what IP address was assigned to the dvr and look
for password details. I think it is M2IPC2. So, the cause of the flashing red light problem lies
elsewhere. If the problem is not the drives, what is the second most probable cause of a no boot
situation They must be stored in another memory location. Given its no boot status, do you think I
can successfully connect via a serial connection. Id like to find out what IP address was assigned to
the dvr and look for password details. I think it is M2IPC2. You might have noticed my other recent
postings to the Digital Video Recorders forum. I wish I could have responded quicker buy my
granddaughter was admitted to the local hospitals icu ward very early this morning and for the next
couple days. at least. Ill be spending much of my time near her. I am the building and grounds guy at
a local, small church. Our grounds keeping shed was broken into a few weeks ago so building
security rose a few notches on my list of important things to consider. We have four interior dome
cameras nonptz and one older SPECO PTZ exterior dome camera. The exterior camera looks over
our parking lot and one side of the building, including a view of our sheds. The SPECO camera has a
builtin web server and works fine. Its time to replace it but we cant afford new gear. The Dedicated
Micros dvr equipment appeared to be a quality product and some of the stuff available on eBay
appeared to do what we wanted and it was affordable. We still have a few XP boxes available.

http://superbia.lgbt/flotaganis/1653046535

Does the Internet viewing software work on the 32 bit version of Windows 7 Its got the NetVu logo
on the front so, when I get it working, I wont need to upgrade the firmware to make it NetVu
capable, right Documentation says they would be NetVu capable but on a limited basis. Is there any
hope of getting unlock codes for my DS2A and the BX2P. I might want to upgrade the firmware on
the DS2P and would probably need an unlock code for that dvr. No, I have not tried reloading the
firmware on a spare hard drive to see if it will work on the DS2P. Ill have to look around for a spare
drive that will work, do some homework and give that a try. Do they look like RAM sticks You might
have noticed my other recent postings to the Digital Video Recorders forum. I wish I could have
responded quicker buy my granddaughter was admitted to the local hospitals icu ward very early
this morning and for the next couple days. at least. Ill be spending much of my time near her. I am
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the building and grounds guy at a local, small church. Our grounds keeping shed was broken into a
few weeks ago so building security rose a few notches on my list of important things to consider. We
have four interior dome cameras nonptz and one older SPECO PTZ exterior dome camera. The
exterior camera looks over our parking lot and one side of the building, including a view of our
sheds. The SPECO camera has a builtin web server and works fine. Its time to replace it but we cant
afford new gear. The Dedicated Micros dvr equipment appeared to be a quality product and some of
the stuff available on eBay appeared to do what we wanted and it was affordable. We still have a few
XP boxes available. Does the Internet viewing software work on the 32 bit version of Windows 7 Its
got the NetVu logo on the front so, when I get it working, I wont need to upgrade the firmware to
make it NetVu capable, right Documentation says they would be NetVu capable but on a limited
basis.

http://www.compusiteinc.com/images/Desoutter-Cvic-Ii-Manual.pdf

Is there any hope of getting unlock codes for my DS2A and the BX2P. I might want to upgrade the
firmware on the DS2P and would probably need an unlock code for that dvr. No, I have not tried
reloading the firmware on a spare hard drive to see if it will work on the DS2P. Ill have to look
around for a spare drive that will work, do some homework and give that a try. Do they look like
RAM sticks I checked the codecs and found them all seated nicely. With the top of the case off the
dvr I tried to boot it up again. I was watching the monitor, which did nothing initially, and then
watched the solid red and flashing red lights on the front of the console and on the motherboard. At
some point I glanced down at the led under the camera 9 button and it was no longer flashing red; it
was green. The monitor screen turned a green color briefly then the words initializing application
from disk appeared and then a multi camera view appeared on the monitor. It did not boot up into
the first user menu. I was able to get to the three user menus by pressing the menu button and then
discovered that an installer password had been set. I tried a few easy to guess 9 digit passwords
without any luck. I rebooted the dvr and it did pretty much the same thing. Both times I booted it up
it took much longer than I expected to boot up. The flashing red light on the front of the console
eventually turned green and it did boot up. It did flash red one or two more times but nothing bad
happened after it booted.Im just guessing. I read somewhere that if the DM DVR has a CDROM it
might be possible to use it to reload software. Ill do some more reading and eventually Ill get a
handle on reloading software and upgrading firmware. Getting an unlock code from DM tech
support still remains a mystery. Are these files hidden. A couple days ago, when testing the hard
drives, I found 8 folders and a couple of files in the root of the system master drive. See the
uploaded image file.

https://connylahnstein.com/images/Desoutter-Esp-6-Manual.pdf

I opened each folder and did not find any files or subfolders that appeared to contain system files. I
was hoping that I might find a file that helped me understand what passwords were set and what the
passwords were. Now I know the installer password was set and not easy to guess. I recall changing
the serial connection baud rate at the appropriate time so I dont think that was an issue. Perhaps the
second time will be the charm, so to speak. Assuming you opened the firmware upgrade instructions
text file I sent you, perhaps you can suggest changes to the instructions that will help me get it done.
Is there a better way to do it. Perhaps I did it wrong because the directions are open to
misinterpretation; not clear enough. I checked the codecs and found them all seated nicely. With the
top of the case off the dvr I tried to boot it up again. I was watching the monitor, which did nothing
initially, and then watched the solid red and flashing red lights on the front of the console and on the
motherboard. At some point I glanced down at the led under the camera 9 button and it was no
longer flashing red; it was green. The monitor screen turned a green color briefly then the words
initializing application from disk appeared and then a multi camera view appeared on the monitor. It
did not boot up into the first user menu. I was able to get to the three user menus by pressing the
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menu button and then discovered that an installer password had been set. I tried a few easy to guess
9 digit passwords without any luck. I rebooted the dvr and it did pretty much the same thing. Both
times I booted it up it took much longer than I expected to boot up. The flashing red light on the
front of the console eventually turned green and it did boot up. It did flash red one or two more
times but nothing bad happened after it booted.Im just guessing. I read somewhere that if the DM
DVR has a CDROM it might be possible to use it to reload software.

Ill do some more reading and eventually Ill get a handle on reloading software and upgrading
firmware. Getting an unlock code from DM tech support still remains a mystery. Are these files
hidden. A couple days ago, when testing the hard drives, I found 8 folders and a couple of files in the
root of the system master drive. See the uploaded image file. I opened each folder and did not find
any files or subfolders that appeared to contain system files. I was hoping that I might find a file that
helped me understand what passwords were set and what the passwords were. Now I know the
installer password was set and not easy to guess. I recall changing the serial connection baud rate at
the appropriate time so I dont think that was an issue. Perhaps the second time will be the charm, so
to speak. Assuming you opened the firmware upgrade instructions text file I sent you, perhaps you
can suggest changes to the instructions that will help me get it done. Is there a better way to do it.
Perhaps I did it wrong because the directions are open to misinterpretation; not clear enough. I
might not be able to reply for hours. I might not be able to reply for hours. I searched each drive for
a file name that had user in it. All I found was a software documentation pdf file on the system drive.
The folder named dbase on the system drive had one file in it. The extension was.dbf and it
contained alarm event data. So, even though, on bootup, the monitor displayed that it was loading
the application from disk I didnt see any files that would be helpful to me. There is not a disk in the
CDROM drive. The system hard drive has one partition and I made sure that XP was not hiding any
system files nor any file extensions it was not familiar with. Could they be hidden from me on the
drives when trying to find them via Windows Explorer It has the word disk in it. This is probably the
disk mentioned during the bootup procedure. Ill look into that.

I searched each drive for a file name that had user in it. All I found was a software documentation
pdf file on the system drive. The folder named dbase on the system drive had one file in it. The
extension was.dbf and it contained alarm event data. So, even though, on bootup, the monitor
displayed that it was loading the application from disk I didnt see any files that would be helpful to
me. There is not a disk in the CDROM drive. The system hard drive has one partition and I made
sure that XP was not hiding any system files nor any file extensions it was not familiar with. Could
they be hidden from me on the drives when trying to find them via Windows Explorer It has the word
disk in it. This is probably the disk mentioned during the bootup procedure. Ill look into that. The
help command was useful in getting me to the existing network details. I was able to delete the
user.db file but that did not get me any closer to getting me through the installer password. It was
interesting to note that the DS2P menus did not have the word user or installer on them but I still
had to hold down the menu button for a bit to get into the installer menus. Much quicker than using
the buttons on the front of the dvr. I discovered the save button in the lower righthand corner of the
web page and noted that the 120 second countdown clock on the reset web page was about 30 to 40
seconds to short in light of the time it takes for my DS2P to reboot. I dont have any cameras hooked
up to the dvr yet so using NetVu is not much fun at this point. I cant seem to get it to authenticate
when connecting to the dvr, aka image server. I found no useful info in the NetVu Observer iphone
app setup manual. Will the BX2Ps cdrom drive help me to upgrade it or is it useful only to write
video clips for evidence use The help command was useful in getting me to the existing network
details. I was able to delete the user.

db file but that did not get me any closer to getting me through the installer password. It was
interesting to note that the DS2P menus did not have the word user or installer on them but I still



had to hold down the menu button for a bit to get into the installer menus. Much quicker than using
the buttons on the front of the dvr. I discovered the save button in the lower righthand corner of the
web page and noted that the 120 second countdown clock on the reset web page was about 30 to 40
seconds to short in light of the time it takes for my DS2P to reboot. I dont have any cameras hooked
up to the dvr yet so using NetVu is not much fun at this point. I cant seem to get it to authenticate
when connecting to the dvr, aka image server. I found no useful info in the NetVu Observer iphone
app setup manual. Will the BX2Ps cdrom drive help me to upgrade it or is it useful only to write
video clips for evidence use Im having some trouble. I dont think that version includes the limited
NetVu Observer files. I put the drive back into the BX2P and turned it on.I did not have the dvrs C
drive attached to my pc via a USB connection. It was installed as a slave drive internally in a
Windows XP box. I did use my Windows XP command prompt tool and used the format command.
Reformatting the 160GB drive with the FAT 32 file system went off without a hitch. I put the drive
back into the BX2P and turned it on. Eventually I saw I gave up after about 10 minutes without any
further notifications on the monitor and without seeing any C drive activity. Im having some trouble.
I dont think that version includes the limited NetVu Observer files. I put the drive back into the
BX2P and turned it on.I did not have the dvrs C drive attached to my pc via a USB connection. It was
installed as a slave drive internally in a Windows XP box. I did use my Windows XP command prompt
tool and used the format command. Reformatting the 160GB drive with the FAT 32 file system went
off without a hitch.

I put the drive back into the BX2P and turned it on. Eventually I saw I gave up after about 10
minutes without any further notifications on the monitor and without seeing any C drive activity. It
might have been. No joy there. The comments section of the firmware version description on the
website told me the following Please follow instructions in the NetVu Converter File first followed by
the Application and PC Applications. Please note that this release is not suitable for use with the BX2
CA The heading on that page stated Converting a DS2 to a NetVu Connected DS2 Nothing
happened. None of the steps asking me to type something starting with m\ got me any
upgraderelated response from the dvr. When the unit rebooted it halted in bootloader. I read that I
needed to ftp the other upgrade files onto the dvr. I ftpd files onto the dvrs C drive. I used my serial
connection to check the contents of C drive on the dvr. The following screen shot of the output of my
Putty serial connection software tells the story Again, no joy. Even though the upgrade files exist on
the dvrc C drive, upon rebooting reset command all it did is halt in bootloader again. I am stuck at
halted in bootloader. The software the BX2Ps came with from the factory. It might have been. No joy
there. The comments section of the firmware version description on the website told me the
following Please follow instructions in the NetVu Converter File first followed by the Application and
PC Applications. Please note that this release is not suitable for use with the BX2 CA The heading on
that page stated Converting a DS2 to a NetVu Connected DS2 Nothing happened. None of the steps
asking me to type something starting with m\ got me any upgraderelated response from the dvr.
When the unit rebooted it halted in bootloader. I read that I needed to ftp the other upgrade files
onto the dvr. I ftpd files onto the dvrs C drive. I used my serial connection to check the contents of C
drive on the dvr.

The following screen shot of the output of my Putty serial connection software tells the story Again,
no joy. Even though the upgrade files exist on the dvrc C drive, upon rebooting reset command all it
did is halt in bootloader again. I am stuck at halted in bootloader. The software the BX2Ps came with
from the factory. I saw this during my look at the upgrade progress via a serial connection. I
unzipped them using the unzip command to c drive. Once that was done. I checked the c drive
directory to see the new file structure and I reset the dvr. I decided to reset the dvr using my serial
connection and I saw nothing change on the monitor although the dvr was obviously resetting
according to the data flying by on my serial connection. The text on the monitor continued to let me
believe that the app was loading from disk. I turned the dvr off, waited a bit, and then back on and



no text appeared on the monitor although I saw lots of data flowing on the pc connected to the dvr
via a serial cable. Not so good. Obviously, the software was having trouble getting a signal to my
monitor that presented something like words. Perhaps the trouble with the video output is a sign of
a fried motherboard but Im not going to give up yet. I saw something about drive 0 not having the
proper FAT32 format. I also saw the trouble with drive F. The program tried and tried to get the
user interface working but did not succeed as far as I could tell. Lots of serial connection lines of
data about attempting to do something with the user interface. Perhaps the video signal to the
monitor trouble and the user interface issue are related That, of course, removed the unzipped files
and folders that I had ftpd to and unzipped on c drive. I am going to try it all over again after I get a
replacement hard drive for drive f. I dont expect to have any drive format issues since I let the DM
program do that itself. I ordered the replacement drive over the Internet.

Its going to be awhile before I post something else about the BX2P. Perhaps once I get the BX2P dvr
upgrade figured out I will be able to easily get the halted DS2A DVTX working. I saw this during my
look at the upgrade progress via a serial connection. I unzipped them using the unzip command to c
drive. Once that was done. I checked the c drive directory to see the new file structure and I reset
the dvr. I decided to reset the dvr using my serial connection and I saw nothing change on the
monitor although the dvr was obviously resetting according to the data flying by on my serial
connection. The text on the monitor continued to let me believe that the app was loading from disk. I
turned the dvr off, waited a bit, and then back on and no text appeared on the monitor although I
saw lots of data flowing on the pc connected to the dvr via a serial cable. Not so good. Obviously, the
software was having trouble getting a signal to my monitor that presented something like words.
Perhaps the trouble with the video output is a sign of a fried motherboard but Im not going to give
up yet. I saw something about drive 0 not having the proper FAT32 format. I also saw the trouble
with drive F. The program tried and tried to get the user interface working but did not succeed as
far as I could tell. Lots of serial connection lines of data about attempting to do something with the
user interface. Perhaps the video signal to the monitor trouble and the user interface issue are
related That, of course, removed the unzipped files and folders that I had ftpd to and unzipped on c
drive. I am going to try it all over again after I get a replacement hard drive for drive f. I dont expect
to have any drive format issues since I let the DM program do that itself. I ordered the replacement
drive over the Internet. Its going to be awhile before I post something else about the BX2P. Perhaps
once I get the BX2P dvr upgrade figured out I will be able to easily get the halted DS2A DVTX
working.

In one case the dvr came with the user and installer passwords disabled. Another came to me with
the installer password set. It was the dvr that I could upgrade using the dvrs cd drive. I think I had
to use a serial connection via Putty and use the ipcfg command to find out what the network ip
configuration was and I used the dvrs cdrom drive to do the upgrade. The upgrade caused the dvr to
reset its passwords to the default settings and then I had no trouble with passwords. An email
response with the unlock code might take a few business days but it will get to you. At least that was
my experience. I installed the unlock code via a telnet session and reset the dvr. I no longer had an
unregistered version of the NetVu capable software. The user and installer menus selectable via the
front panel buttons were now visible and working. I thought it might be one of the default
usernames preconfigured on the dvr to access a configuration menu. Its not. To put it in simple
terms, it the name, usually the default name, given to the dvr.You have the same configuration
choices using either method. Using the ip you can also use an ftp client to connect to the dvr to
transfer the upgrade files to the dvr. You can also take the drive out of the dvr, make sure that drive
is set up as a slave drive, and install it in a desktop computer and upload the upgrade files to the
drive that way. Once the zipped up folders are installed on the drive you can use the unzip command
telnet, serial to unzip the uploaded folders. Within those folders are a few more folders that must be
unzipped. In my case they were the MainDvtx.zip, web.zip, and PCApps.zip folders. Unzip these zip



folders to get your dvr working correctly. In each dvr upgrade situation I unzipped the zip files Note
some dvrs are set up to use their CD drive only to record video clips onto disk and not to use during
an upgrade process. Get a dvr that can use its CD drive for upgrading the dvr.

One of the three dvrs I upgraded had a cd drive that could be used during an upgrade and, from
experience, I can tell that doing an upgrade using the CD drive was much easier. If you dont want to
go to the trouble to upgrade your older DM dvr to NetVu Observer capable software not all older
dvrs can be upgraded to work with NetVu Observer you will need to rely on the webbased software
that the dvr serves in order to see camera images via the Internet. These older dvrs like to play with
Windows XP. They do not like 64 bit software. They might play nicely with Windows Vista but Im not
sure about that. I also dont know if they work well with the 32 bit version of Windows 7. I got into a
few unexpected situations during each of the three upgrades. In one situation I was pretty sure I had
damaged the motherboard to the point it had become unusable. Fortunately, I found some help and
with some perseverance it all worked out. It appears that DM makes a pretty sturdy product. I dont
have any trouble opening NetVu Observer on my Windows 7 64 bit computer and connecting to any
of the three dvrs BUT the only dvr Ive successfully connected to using my IPhone and its NetVu
Observer app is the DS2A. Hopefully, this mystery will be solved soon. I need some help getting this
done. Its easy! Sign in here.
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